I wish to thank the Governor of the Bank of Namibia for having contemplated much deeper about the selling way our only bank that we are proud of as a nation. We are all of you. Governor Iipumbu Shikulu. Aratana cannot possess anything if it is not protected by us or the law.

We have thus decided to acquire the majority shares of the Bank Windhoek Parent Company, Capricorn Investment Holding, which was to be sold to a South African company.

This was the greatest opportunity for the year. We need to liberate our self economically. We should know that we are in the second Phase of our struggle which is economic Independence.

Therefore we should work towards that goal. Mwawu, Kounda Shikulu we are with you.

By Kahepurina Mureu

Zimbabwe President Mugabe invites Chinese businesses to invest in infrastructure

HARARE.—Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe on Wednesday said Chinese investors were willing to invest in developing the infrastructure in various productive sectors of the economy for the country to develop rapidly and turn its fortunes around.

Mugabe made the call when he met visiting Chinese delegations that is for the country for the 8th session of the Zimbabwe-China Joint Commission. The Mission was in the hands of the Zimbabwean colleagues we took and give to our people. Our people are now a farmers and not only do they need equipment, technology and inputs they need necessary capital to invest and safeguard their hard work. As a result, Chinese investors need investment in infrastructure in various sub sectors such as mining and manufacturing. It also has the mining sector.

President Robert Mugabe would enable the sectors to expand and meet the domestic and export requirements. The country also needs to recoup the irrigation systems and this required capital.

Mugabe urged China to also invest in other key economic sectors such as mining and manufacturing. He also has the mining sector.

Ambrosio de Lemos expressed concern over the increase over the number of people and homes and businesses which have been affected by floods.

President Robert Mugabe earlier the population is extremely sensitive and the public in particular would immediately seek support from any other government if a serious disaster should occur.

The President and the Chinese delegation visited the areas affected by the floods and personally evaluated the situation.
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